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This is a major new account of how modern humanitarian action was
shaped by transformations in the French intellectual and political land-
scape from the 1950s to the 1980s. Eleanor Davey reveals how radical
left third-worldism was displaced by the ‘sans-frontiériste’ movement
as the dominant way of approaching suffering in what was then called
the third world. Third-worldism regarded these regions as the motor
for international revolution, but revolutionary zeal disintegrated as a
number of its regimes took on violent and dictatorial forms. Instead,
the radical humanitarianism of the ‘sans-frontiériste’ movement pio-
neered byMédecins Sans Frontières emerged as an alternative model for
international aid. Covering a period of major international upheavals
and domestic change in France, Davey demonstrates the importance of
memories of the Second World War in political activism and humani-
tarian action and underlines the powerful legacies of Cold War politics
for international affairs since the fall of the Iron Curtain.
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Naître juste après Vichy, tu sais, ça donne des envies d’épopée . . .

Olivier Rolin, Tigre en papier, 2002
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